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Answering the
big questions

Around the world, cities and nations are facing
big questions on key strategic issues such as
energy, water, transport, planning and technology.
In this issue of A2, our contributors take a closer
look at where the answers lie.
How can the Energy Trilemma of accessibility,
sustainability and security be solved? How can
major cities overcome such issues and transition
to a low-carbon energy future? In this issue of
A2, we examine how city leaders can find the
right solutions for their citizens and turn strategy
into action.
We also discover how technology can enable
smart mobility solutions to place customers at the
heart of transport operations. And we look at the
lessons to be learnt from a public sector transport
body that’s adopting a more commercial,
customer-focused approach.
At Arup, we believe digital technology and
data have a big role to play in creating smarter
solutions to shape a better world. Inside this
issue you’ll find more about how new technology
is transforming areas from business reporting
to the water industry, and how virtual reality is
revolutionising the design process.
Some challenges are less tangible and
longer term. We focus on how well thought
out placemaking can improve the social and
economic performance of regeneration projects.
And we look at the role of cultural capital in
creating resilient cities.
I hope you enjoy reading this issue of A2
and find the content valuable. If you have any
thoughts, questions or comments, we’d love to
hear from you at a2@arup.com.
Alan Belfield
Arup Group
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NEWS

Doing well by
doing good
1

2

Fortune magazine’s first Change the World list
features 51 companies who “do well by doing good”
and Arup is among them. We were the only firm
from the architecture, engineering and construction
industry on the list, which features companies that
integrate social and environmental concerns into
their competitive strategies.
Gregory Hodkinson, Arup Group Chairman,
comments: “Arup’s independent ownership structure
gives conviction a place in our decision-making,
alongside the needs of clients and commercial
imperatives. The result is clear-sighted, thoughtful
decisions about our priorities as a business and as a
member of society.”

New report shows
cities leading on
climate action

3

The UK Home Office’s £1bn Emergency
Services Mobile Communications
Programme (ESMCP) will provide police,
fire and ambulance responders with a
modernised communications network running
on 4G technology. Arup is supporting KBR
Ltd to deliver the new Emergency Service
Network (ESN), which will see emergency
services operations managed at scale across
a commercial network for the first time
anywhere in the world.

© iStock

Groundbreaking emergency
mobile communications

“Introducing a new communications
system to a network of 300,000 staff and
45,000 vehicles is no small feat,” says
Paul Hyde, an associate director at Arup.
“But our in-depth technical knowledge and
experience of integrated communications
infrastructure means we’re well placed to
implement a programme of this scale.”
Work to deliver the new ESN started in
August 2015 and is scheduled to run for
four and a half years.

The C40 Cities Climate Leadership Group
(C40) and Arup have released Climate
Action in Megacities 3.0, the world’s
most extensive quantitative study of city
climate action.
The launch of the report coincided with
a landmark climate change agreement
agreed by 195 nations for the first time
in over 20 years of UN negotiations. The
nations will collectively attempt to cut
greenhouse gas emissions to a level that
will limit the global average temperature
to a rise “well below” 2C (3.6F).
The report demonstrates that since
COP15 cities have taken the lead in
climate action by forging a collaborative
pathway to low-carbon and climate
resilient development. Mayors have
scaled-up action, with 51% of schemes
now delivered city-wide as opposed to
14% in 2011.
Eduardo Paes, C40 Chair and Mayor
of Rio de Janeiro, comments: “By
demonstrating the ambition, scale and
impact of urban climate action, Climate
Action in Megacities 3.0 should provide
hope to the world.”
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A new vision for
Euston Station

HS2 Ltd. has released designs from Arup and Grimshaw
for the proposed new High Speed Two terminal at
Euston in the United Kingdom, which will provide
high-speed rail services to the Midlands and beyond.
Arup is the lead consultant on the project and has
been working closely with the architects, Grimshaw, to
produce a phased design that will allow the new highspeed railway station to be built without disrupting
services at the existing station.
The new station’s vaulted roof will house 11 new
high-speed rail platforms below street level, while 11
platforms will be retained within the current station to
serve the existing network. Improvements to London
Underground facilities at Euston will include a new
ticket hall.

London’s
Deputy
Mayor for
Transport
joins Arup

5

Isabel Dedring joins the firm as Global
Transport Leader to drive forward
Arup’s global transport agenda and
cement the firm’s integrated approach
to transport and urban development.
Isabel steps down from her current
role as London’s Deputy Mayor
for Transport, where she has been
responsible for setting policy and
ensuring programme delivery across

the Mayor’s transport portfolio. Prior
to being appointed to this role in
2011, Isabel spent her eight years at
London’s City Hall and six years at
Transport for London. Her extensive
experience of leadership in transport
policy, planning and delivery, will
be valuable as we respond to the
increasing demand for improved
mobility in our towns and cities.

6

The No. 7 Line Subway
Extension opens
The New York Metropolitan Transportation
Authority’s US$2.42bn No. 7 Line Extension, which
lengthens the subway line from its current terminus at
Times Square to the far west of midtown Manhattan,
has opened.
Our engineers have tackled some of the world’s
most challenging tunnelling conditions to provide
geotechnical engineering, tunnel design and structural
engineering services on the line’s extension.
This is the first city-funded subway track in 25 years
making it one of the most significant redevelopment
schemes in New York’s history. This new rail lines and
stations will transform an old industrial area into one of
the most dynamic neighbourhoods in the world.
We increasingly work with cities around the world
who are using urban rail to future-proof themselves,
building in provision for further growth while
opening up work and leisure opportunities for their
citizens. Arup continues to be at the forefront of the
development of larger and more complex tunnelling
projects in response to the demand for the increasing
demand for underground urban rail systems.
4 | A2 Magazine Issue 18

Arup joins UK-India
CEO Forum at No10
Group Deputy Chairman, David
Whittleton, represented Arup at the
UK-India CEO Forum held at No10
Downing Street during the recent
visit by Indian Prime Minister,
Narendra Modi, to meet UK Prime
Minister, David Cameron. The
forum focused on a number of areas
for future cooperation between the
two countries, including the Digital
Economy and professional services,

and formed one of the business
highlights of the three-day visit by
PM Modi.
David Whittleton said, “It was
a high-level gathering and the
forum proved very useful for Arup
as a means of highlighting our
capabilities with senior clients in
India and the UK, particularly in
the area of smart cities and major
infrastructure investment.”

NEWS

7

8

Arup partners with the
World Energy Council
The new partnership brings together the World Energy
Council’s (WEC) global network of practitioners and
our experience in urban design to analyse the impact
of key urban drivers on different energy scenarios. The
results will be fed into WEC’s flagship World Energy
Scenarios study which will be unveiled at the World
Energy Congress in Istanbul on 10 October 2016.
Arup will be providing perspectives and analysis
on a selection of resource areas that include ongoing
work on e-storage, e-mobility, energy efficiency, solar
energy, waste-to-energy, energy-water-food nexus and
resilience. This research will encourage City leaders
to make informed decisions about the various forms of
urban energy.

V&A to stage the first major
exhibition about Ove Arup
© Darren Soh

The National Forum of Music in Wrocław,
Poland, celebrated its grand opening on
4 September. The multi-venue facility,
designed by Arup, includes an 1,800seat concert hall; three chamber halls for
orchestral, pop and jazz performances; and
spaces for its ten resident companies and
seven resident festivals.
“The National Forum of Music has been
a decade in the making and we are ecstatic
that the opening date is here,” says Dr
Andrzej Kosendiak, CEO of the National
Forum of Music. “Arup’s support, advice,
global experience, and multidisciplinary
skillset were indispensable throughout
development. We chose them for the
amazing track record they have in concert
hall design around the world and they’ve
really delivered a fantastic facility for us.”

© NFM Lukasz Rajchert

National Forum of
Music grand opening

Top honour at IStructE
Structural Awards 2015
Arup has been presented with the highest accolade, alongside four other
category wins, at the Institution of Structural Engineers’ (IStructE) Structural
Awards 2015.
The Singapore Sports Hub, for which Arup was the structural engineer, won
the Supreme Award for Structural Engineering Excellence. This accolade is
given to the project that stood out from all the other submissions, and which is
the finest example of structural engineering design in the world that year.
Our work on the Singapore Sports Hub also won the Award for Sports or
Leisure Structures. We won the Award for Arts or Entertainment Structures
for our work on the Vegas High Roller in the USA. Our SSE Hydro project
in Glasgow won the Award for Regional Groups. And were presented with
the Award for Sustainability for our Housing for Low-Income Communities
project in El Salvador.

‘Engineering the World: Ove Arup and the Philosophy
of Total Design’ will open at the Victoria & Albert
Museum (V&A), London, in June. The exhibition
will cover over 100 years of engineering design and
showcase the life, work and legacy of our AngloDanish founder.
The exhibition will feature over 150 previously
unseen prototypes, models, archival materials,
drawings, film and photography, to show how
Ove Arup redefined engineering and pioneered a
multidisciplinary approach to design, which the firm
still adopts today.
Each project has been selected to highlight Arup’s
approach to ‘Total Architecture’, the adoption and
development of innovative technologies, and how
cutting-edge engineering solutions have changed the
built environment. Stories behind the development
of famous historic buildings such the Sydney Opera
House and the Centre Pompidou in Paris will be
revealed alongside current projects such as Crossrail
and HS2.
The exhibition will run from 18 June – 6 November
2016 and tickets will go on sale in April 2016.

1 Gregory Hodkinson
2 C40 Cities report
3 Emergency Services Mobile
Communications Programme (ESMCP)
4 Euston Station, London
5 Isabel Dedring
6 CEO Forum at No10
7 National Forum of Music, Poland
8 Singapore Sports Hub
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Uncertain
times
Christoph Frei, Secretary General
of the World Energy Council, talks
to A2 about the impact of volatility
on the global energy market
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The price of oil has dipped to below
US$50 a barrel. Gas prices are
decoupling from oil prices, with
regional differences growing. And
solar prices have collapsed by 80%
to US$0.6 per watt in just five years.
So what’s happening to the global
energy market?
“We are living in a time of great volatility
in energy prices,” says Frei, who became
the World Energy Council’s youngest-ever
secretary general in 2009. “Today we have
the greatest uncertainty in energy for a very
long time and I don’t see a reason for this
picture to change soon.
“Think back 20 years and there was only
one thing that mattered; the oil price. Today
there are lots of prices that are important,
and when they change quickly it creates
volatility. Rapid technological and political
developments are likely to perpetuate this
situation. So the question isn’t ‘How can
we get rid of volatility?’ it’s ‘How can
we manage volatility in the best way and
deliver sustainable energy systems?’”
The Energy Trilemma
The term ‘Energy Trilemma’ refers to
the three interrelated challenges facing
the energy sector: energy costs, carbon
emissions and security of supply.
“The trilemma means that policy should
never focus on one single aspect,” says
Frei. “You have to look at the three
challenges in a balanced way. If we want to
transition to the most sustainable possible
energy future, this is the only way.”
Politics has long had a big influence on
the energy market and vice-versa, with
countries seeking to protect their own
interests. Frei points to renewed interest
in fracking shale gas as one example.
Another is the challenge that low oil prices
pose to Mexico’s ambition to reform its
energy sector (it is seeking to attract foreign
investment in oil and gas and develop other

sustainable, resilient sources of energy).
Indeed, says Frei, environmental factors
such as pollution and extreme weather are
critical factors. “In China today, local air
pollution from energy generation is very
high on the agenda. China is beginning to
tackle a problem that can cause health costs
to rise and have a knock-on effect to GDP.
“In Latin America, energy leaders have
put El Niño and extreme weather events at
the top of their agendas. El Niño changes
weather patterns and resultant inland
droughts could have massive impacts on
countries like Brazil, which depends on
hydropower for 80% of its electricity. And
Hydro is just one example, because biofuel
and other forms of energy production also
depend on water.”
A recent World Energy Council report,
The road to resilience – managing and
financing extreme weather risks’, examines
how the frequency of severe weather events
has quadrupled in the last 30 years, with
huge implications for infrastructure design.
“We now have to accept that extreme
weather will bring down energy systems,”
says Frei. “The real question is how we
can build them so we can get them up and
running again quickly afterwards.”
More frequent and more severe extreme
weather events such as storms or droughts
are, of course, linked to climate change –
something that can only really be tackled
successfully on a global scale. This, says
Frei, highlights how the environmental
challenge in energy is defining agendas at
national, regional and global levels.
All these factors contribute to a volatile
market, something the Council’s World
Energy Issues Monitor has established is
the biggest issue troubling energy leaders
around the world today. Other challenges
high on their agendas include climate
change and how to design a sustainable
energy market that can better cope with the
intermittency of renewables.
Increasing urbanisation makes these
challenges all the more pressing, Frei

I think better use of data will
help us meet energy needs with
the most resource-efficient and
sustainable solutions.
believes: “The question must be ‘How do
we structure cities to ensure that their energy
footprints are as low as possible?’ This is
linked to issues such as water management
and transportation as well as primary energy
issues such as heating and lighting. It’s
a challenge the World Energy Council is
working with Arup on at the moment.”
Frei believes that cities will need to place
data and digital technology at the core of
their response to the energy challenge:
“I am convinced that a better use of data
will help us meet energy needs with the
most resource-efficient and sustainable
solutions. Smart grids are often quoted as
an example, but the opportunities are much
wider. Smart traffic management can help
improve energy efficiency in cities. Smart
waste handling, and using waste for energy,
can help too. Together these are the pieces
of the puzzle we must put together to make
more efficient use of energy and resources.”
Frei acknowledges there is much to do,
not least in the energy sector itself, but he
is positive about the progress being made.
“Negotiations are in progress to bring
down trade tariffs. The energy sector is one
of many which has taken a very positive
approach to the recent COP21 negotiations.
There is leadership going on in energy,
there is innovation in terms of access,
efficiency and integrating renewables.
“Now we need to accelerate the good
work that’s already happening if we’re to
meet the challenge of climate change. The
energy sector can’t do it alone, obviously.
We need correct national policies to be in
place, and we need innovation to drive this
from beyond the energy sector. But the
sector is doing its part, as it needs to – more
than it’s done in the past.”
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Water goes digital
The water industry is undergoing
transformational change for a digital age

By embracing digital technology
and getting smart about data, the
water industry can cut costs while
boosting efficiency, improving
service and safeguarding one of
our most precious resources.
“There’s a shift going on in the industry
from thinking in terms of capital expenditure
to thinking in terms of total expenditure –
the whole life cost of projects,” explains
Daniel Lambert, our water business leader
for Australasia. “This isn’t just on a projectby-project basis; it’s about organisations
looking at their overall business processes to
see how they can reduce costs and operate
more effectively. Data is becoming an
integral part of this process.”
Going from reactive to proactive
By mastering their data, water
companies can go from being reactive
to being proactive. “Traditionally, water
8 | A2 Magazine Issue 18

companies used customers as their
telemetry – relying on them to do things
like reporting leaks,” explains David
Essex, our management consulting
business lead for water in the UK, Middle
East and Africa. “The holy grail is to turn
that around and monitor what’s going on
in the networks and treatment centres. This
allows you to predict things like clean
water pipe-bursts or wastewater backing
up in sewers, and intervene before they
become serious issues.”
“One of the biggest potential benefits
of utilising big data solutions in the water
industry is leak detection and reducing the
loss of water before it reaches the customer,”
agrees Nick Thatcher, an Arup geographical
information systems (GIS) specialist based
in Sydney. “The average leakage rate in
Australia is roughly 18% so being able
to detect those leaks in real time, or even
anticipate them before they happen, and fix
them quickly could have a big impact.”
There are, of course, obstacles to the

widespread adoption of new technologies
such as smart meters. “The primary barrier
that I’ve come across is the business
case,” says Thatcher. “There’s a lot you
can do with digital data and there’s a
lot of different technology out there but
this all represents significant change for
an organisation and that can come with
significant costs.”
Making the most of existing data
Organisations can get round this by using
technology selectively where it will have
the most impact “Currently, I think the
most useful investment in technology water
companies can make is drawing insights
from their existing data,” says Essex.
This is what Arup helped Dwr Cymru
Welsh Water in the UK to do, as Mike
Bishop the company’s head of operational
control and development, explains: “We
looked at how to filter out some of the
500,000 telemetry alarms that hit our
control room every year. By getting rid of

© iStock

WATER GOES DIGITAL FEATURE

Intelligent harvesting of
existing data reveals real
opportunities to improve
business insights.

Teaching staff to input the
right data in the right way
helps them to become part
of a data-driven solution.

some of the ones that aren’t really urgent,
our teams have more chance of spotting the
really important ones.”
At peak times, the filters we devised
identified the potential to cut the overall
number of alarms by about 50%, giving
Welsh Water’s teams more space and time
to spot emerging trends and intervene
before problems become serious. To
help them do this we recommended
simple ways of visualising the data to
provide meaningful insights into the most
troublesome assets.
Locating relevant data sources across
an entire organization can be challenging.
Revealing new insight often requires
identifying relationships between datasets
that are maintained by completely separate
business units. Arup managed this process
when working with Sydney Water on
their demand management insight project
by investing the upfront time talking to
different departments to uncover exactly
what data they held.

The ultimate benefit of digital
technology is effective and
improved communications for
the business and the customer.

The potential for saving water
through early anticipation of
leaks has a real positive
impact in drought areas.

A 50% reduction through
effective filtering of telemetry
alarms provides time to focus
on the serious issues first.

“Consolidating and rationalising Sydney
Water’s existing data enabled us to map
all their different customers across the city
using GIS”, explains Lambert. “By looking
at factors such as usage, demographics and
the current cost of supplying these areas we
could help Sydney Water to better understand
their customers and tailor their services
to provide more effective support to their
customer base.”

There’s a lot you can do
with data and there’s a lot
of different technology out
there but this all represents
significant change for an
organisation and that can
come with significant costs.

Focusing on people and skills
There’s a human element to this story too,
as Essex explains: “A fair amount of data is
generated by people – operators inputting
data into systems either at workstations or
out in the field. You need them to be welltrained, skilled and motivated so that they
input the right data in the right way.”
Bishop agrees. “My focus at the moment
is getting really skilled control room staff in
place who can design the requirements for
the predictive tools we’ll need in the future.
“Until now Dwr Cymru Welsh Water has

had totally independent, well-drilled, welltrained staff doing the basics. We’re now
moving to a situation where our staff can
help us develop predictive and situation
awareness tools which will then supplement
their decision-making.”
Ultimately, says Lambert, demonstrating
the benefits of digital technology comes
down to effective communication: “It’s
about understanding your data, utilising the
information to optimise business performance
and communicating the benefits within the
organisation and with the customer.”
A2 Magazine Issue 18 | 9

Smarter distribution pays off
The right combination of smart
grid technologies and tariffs could
create an economic benefit of more
than AU$27bn. This was the finding of a
study Arup conducted for the Australian
government, illustrating that finding
smarter ways to distribute energy
makes economic sense.
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The road to lowcarbon energy
How can cities navigate the challenges that
stand between them and a low-carbon future?

Energy is on the minds of city
leaders around the world. How can
they meet carbon emissions targets?
How can they secure a resilient
energy supply? How can they
provide their growing populations
with affordable energy? Together
the three challenges, sustainability,
security and affordability, form a
predicament known as the Energy
Trilemma.
“You very rarely find a solution that
addresses all three aspects of the trilemma,”
says Filippo Gaddo, Arup’s head of
economic modelling. “It’s a trade-off
between sustainability and security, or
security and affordability, or sustainability
and affordability. But there are certain
technologies and certain solutions that
manage the trade-off better than others.
“Solutions will be different in different
cities. For example, the US is fairly
decentralised and cities can be almost as
big or as important as a state. The solution
there will be different from the UK, where
things are much more centralised.”
The sustainability side of the trilemma

is a key driver for many cities – as Arup
energy and sustainability specialist Paula
Kirk explains. “Copenhagen is aiming to be
100% carbon-neutral by 2020 and is very
focused on decarbonising its energy supply
system,” says Kirk. “Berlin is also looking
at reducing the carbon in its energy supply.
“Cities that have less say in energy
strategy tend to focus more on energy
efficiency using smart meters and smart
technologies. In some larger, denser cities
like London there’s a focus on how to
decarbonise while creating a secure and
reliable electricity distribution network.”
Regulatory mandate is driving a move
to low-carbon energy in the US, explains
our Los Angeles energy strategy specialist
Doug Nordham. For example, Arup is
working with the City and County of San
Francisco to look at ways to integrate
higher percentages of renewable energy
within the current regulatory environment.
Using more renewable energy is not
always easy, as Professor Sir Chris
Llewellyn Smith, director of energy
research at Oxford University, explains:
“There are enough low-carbon sources of
energy to replace fossil fuels. The question
is cost, or rather value.

Turning waste into energy
In Hong Kong, we’ve designed a 2,000 tonnes
-per-day sludge incinerator that burns material
left over from sewage treatment to generate
power. The plant meets all its own power needs
and feeds surplus energy back to into the grid.

There are enough low-carbon
sources of energy to replace
fossil fuels. The question is
cost, or rather value.
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• Reliable infrastructure
• Providers able to meet demand
• Management of supply from a
variety of sources

Energy Security

The Energy Trilemma
The three variables cannot be
thought of independently
• Energy efficiencies in
demand and supply
• Energy supply from
low-carbon and
renewable sources

Energy
Sustainability

“For example, in California the wind
blows mostly at night so although wind
turbines might produce plenty of low-cost
electricity, they don’t do so when it’s most
needed. It’s valueless at night. There is
very little demand for electricity then. So
even though the cost averaged over the
total production can be very small, if it’s
valueless it’s useless.”
Conversely, although California can
produce solar power cheaply at times
when it’s wanted, the picture is different
in Europe. Here energy demand is highest
in winter when the sun shines less. So the
generation cost is only part of the equation.
“The big challenge is learning how to
deal with these non-dispatchable sources –
ones that are not within your control,” says
Llewellyn Smith. “That’s going to require
more energy storage, a smarter, bigger
grid that would enable countries to export
surplus power, as well as demand response
measures such as machinery and appliances
that automatically operate only at times of
low demand.”
Llewellyn Smith is currently leading
a research project, on which Arup is
partnering, to understand how the economics
of a successful low-carbon energy market
incorporating a substantial proportion
of renewables would work. As he looks
ahead, cities around the world are already
implementing some of the technological
solutions he identifies as essential.
In Tallahassee, Florida, we worked with
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Energy
Affordability

• Population can access
and afford energy
• Growth can be blocked
by poor energy access
or high prices

the municipal utility on the design of a
smart grid. “This allows consumers to
work with the utility voluntarily to reduce
peak loads by 7-8% through automated
demand response,” explains Nordham.
“So for commercial clients this may mean
that unessential lighting is curtailed or that
heating, ventilation and air conditioning
settings and other equipment are adjusted to
reduce the building’s energy demands until
the peak event subsides.”
“Microgrids and smart grids are going to
be incredibly important if we don’t want to
have to build more and more new energy
infrastructure,” says Kirk. “Rises in demand
for electricity are the result of a rise in
consumer use of electrical goods. The
most effective way to manage that is with
two-way smart meters that don’t just allow
people to see how much they’re using, but
offer them different tariff structures based
on the time of day.”
Other technology certainly has its part to
play too. “Heat is the underestimated aspect
of all of this,” says Kirk. “In northern
climates, we actually use more energy to
heat our homes than to power them. On a
cold winter’s day the UK uses four times as
much energy for heating as for electricity.
So I think it’s important to look at options
for low-carbon heat.”
Kirk points out that the London Thames
Gateway Heat Network, on which Arup
advised, has the potential to supply over
100,000 homes. We’re also looking into the

feasibility of implementing ground-breaking
Deep Geothermal Single Well (DGSW)
technology to demonstrate the potential of
deep geothermal energy in Scotland.
Exploiting new options like this will
require new approaches – and companies
such as Amazon and Google are already
becoming energy suppliers. “Customers are
taking more ownership of and responsibility
for their use of energy,” says Nordham.
“One way to take responsibility is by
generating their own electricity.”
Cities are also setting themselves up as
energy suppliers. In the UK, Nottingham
has set up its own not-for-profit energy
company to supply people in the city
with affordable electricity, in competition
with the UK’s ‘big six’ suppliers. Bristol,
Manchester and Glasgow are looking to
follow its lead.
The cities with more control over their
energy strategies have a clear advantage.
In our Cities as Changemakers report,
launched in July 2015, we looked at 66
cities around the world and discovered
that those that own their energy generation
assets are taking far more action to
decarbonise their energy supply.
Those cities with less control need not
despair. “Cities like London that don’t
centrally manage their own supply but that
do have a strong ability to set policy have
actually achieved quite a lot in decentralised
energy,” says Kirk. “London has also used
the planning system well, by requiring
developers to ensure that 20% of the energy
for new developments is zero-carbon.”
So there’s more than one route to a lowcarbon energy future. The challenge for cities
in the coming years is choosing the right
direction and turning strategy into action.

Securing a sustainable alternative
In South Africa, solar power is helping
secure a sustainable alternative to the coal
generation the country has relied on until
now. Our technical expertise has informed
three new renewables projects: the 75MW
Kalkbult photovoltaic (PV) plant, the 73.8MW
Nobelsfontein wind farm and the Rosherville
research facility. The first of its kind in Africa,
Rosherville will test nine different configurations
of PV panels to find the most suitable options
for future installations.

Highway to change
Rising to the challenge of reforming England’s roads
Organisations looking to adopt a more
commercial, customer-focused approach
could gain valuable insight from the
experience of road reform in England.
In 2015, the body that managed England’s core
road network transitioned from a government
agency to an independent, licensed governmentowned company. The Highways Agency became
Highways England Company Limited.
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Benefits for society
Driving this change was the UK
government’s desire for Highways England
to benefit not only the road network, but
wider society too. “By investing in the
strategic road network the government
wanted to support the movement of goods,
reinvigorate economic growth and create
jobs,” says Paresh Tailor, who managed the
Highways Agency’s transition programme.
“Ultimately, one of the biggest
drivers was providing a better service
to road users,” he continues. “The new
government-owned company has been
given far more independence and certainty
of funding over a five-year period. In
return, it has been asked to improve
performance, deliver efficiency and become
more effective and innovative.”
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A tight deadline
Turning government policy into reality
required a significant transition – including
a new Act of Parliament – to be completed
in record time before the start of the new
financial year.
“Delivering the project within the
deadline was a huge challenge,” says Tailor.
“When rail was transferred from the UK
government in a similar process, it took
about five years. We only had 18 months.”
In that 18 months, a myriad of issues
had to be resolved – including transferring
30-year design, build, finance and operate
contracts with different consortia to the
new organisation. For example, how do
you ensure that you’re not asking consortia
to carry a greater financial risk now their
contract is no longer directly with the
government?
Tailor and his small team had to find
answers to dozens of questions like this.
And all the while, he had to ensure they
were consulting all the stakeholders
involved about the transition – everyone
from road user groups to environmental
organisations and unions.

Expert advice
The scale and nature of the challenge
demanded additional, external expertise and
Arup was brought on board to help support
the Highways Agency. “One of the things
that the small teams in the Department
of Transport and the Highways Agency
realised early on was that we would need
external expertise,” says Tailor.
Stephen Pollard leads Arup’s management
consulting group and was a senior adviser
to the road reform project. “My background
is in aviation, where many airports are
already regulated, independent businesses,
so I could see what a huge transformation
they had on their hands,” he says.
This wider experience meant Pollard
and his colleagues were ideally placed to
help Tailor and his team gain insights from
other sectors. “We provided advice on
both sides of what would later become a
new fence,” he explains. “We have a good
understanding of other similar mechanisms
in other industries. Arup has been heavily
involved in Network Rail and the Office of
Rail and Road (ORR), and advising them
on how to manage performance.”

HIGHWAY TO CHANGE FEATURE

When you’re dealing with a very challenging
timescale, you need a clear plan setting out all
the things that need to be done to go live and all
the things that can happen once you’ve gone live.

A collaborative approach
Collaboration was vital to the road
reform process too, as Tailor explains: “The
Highways Agency and Department for
Transport comprised a joint team working
in a single location. It was very important
to us that any consultancy working with us
was able to collaborate with all stakeholders
effectively.” To facilitate this access to
the right expertise Arup collaborates with
up to 50 other specialist consultants, with
a teamwork approach based on the ISO

standard for collaboration – BS11000.
To maximise the effectiveness of the
programme, Arup worked closely with
a range of other specialist consultants –
including Oxera for economics and PA
Consulting for human resources. This
ensured the client could always access the
advice they needed, when they needed it.
“We always chose the best person from
the supply chain of specialist advice,” says
Rudrum. “Using a wide range of people
meant it was much easier for our client to
get the right advice.”
Indeed, Tailor believes that such
comprehensive advice is vital for any
organisation considering a transformation
of this magnitude. “A change on this
scale normally means covering so many
aspects that that it can’t be done by one
organisation alone. It needs support.”
Lessons learnt
The transition to Highways England was
delivered on schedule and, for Tailor, the
main lesson learnt from the project was
the importance of planning: “When you’re
dealing with a very challenging timescale,
you need a clear plan setting out all the
things that need to be done to go live and
all the things that can happen once you’ve
gone live.”

With the vital tasks complete in time
for Highways England to go live, Tailor
and the Arup team are now focusing on
those that are left. These include mapping
out exactly what Highways England will
deliver in the next five years, helping to
establish the baseline that the ORR will
monitor it against and enable operational
data improvement.
So what would be the advice for an
organisation attempting a similar transition?
“Start by talking to people who’ve done it
before,” says Rudrum. “We worked closely
with PA Consulting and Oxera to enable
Paresh to meet his opposite numbers at
Network Rail, in water companies and in
regulators for other sectors.”
Rudrum is also clear that it’s important
to acknowledge the scale of such a change:
“Moving from a public sector culture
to more of a private sector culture may
seem intangible in some ways but it is
significant. In many ways it’s a whole new
way of working.”
“Ultimately, you need to remember
what the end goal is, what you’re trying to
achieve,” concludes Tailor. “For Highways
England, the ultimate goal is making sure that
we deliver a safe network, improved service
for our customers and a programme of
deliverables that benefit society as a whole.”

Photos © Highways England

Organisational knowledge
At the same time, the Arup team could
draw on extensive experience with the
Highways Agency – having supported
service delivery for a number of years. “We
tend to be involved in areas that require
strategic advice based on our detailed
understanding of the operation of a highways
business,” says Mark Rudrum – Arup’s
project director for road reform support.
“Our work with the agency has involved
organisational psychology, including
conducting research with lorry drivers to
understand their frustrations with the road
network. It’s also seen us focus on safety,
helping Highways Agency’s Traffic Officers,
who help keep roads moving and respond to
incidents, to hone their safety behaviours.”
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Smart mobility,
better city
Why city transport systems
should place the customer first
Being smarter about mobility not only
makes it easier for everyone to get
around, it unlocks wider economic,
social and environmental benefits.
“Smart mobility is about understanding
customers’ needs, regardless of transport
mode, and coming up with a solution,”
explains Tim Gammons, Arup’s global
smart mobility leader. “That solution may
well make use of technology – or the greater
sharing of mobility – but the focus has to be
on the customer. To make mobility function
efficiently, you need to consider human
factors, not just the technology.”
Consumers of transportation services
are demanding seamless journeys across
different modes of transport with the option
to pay via devices such as smartphones.
In the future they could even be relieved
of the expense of car ownership by giving
them access to a driverless car whenever it
was required.

Such solutions are being increasingly
more available and possible via advances
in technology. “Putting the customer first
is something that transport projects and
operators have always tried to do,” says
Dr Anna Bonne, head of the transport
sector at the Institution of Engineering and
Technology. “But modern technology enables
them to do it much more effectively.”
“Just look at the success of self-service
bike hire schemes around the world,”
adds John Eddy, a leader within Arup’s
infrastructure practice in San Francisco.
“Bike sharing on a city-scale could have
occurred decades ago without wireless
technology but was too labour-intensive.
Wireless and smart-card technologies
reduce the reliance on labour to keep the
system running.”
Some of the best ideas are also the
simplest, Bonne argues. “There’s a trial
at Athens airport that gives people an
allocated time to go through security.

Driving smarter
In New York, our Drive
Smart project uses in-vehicle
data collection to help drivers in
the city save time and money and
encourage safer driving. An on-board
device records GPS and vehicle
telemetric data, route selection, driver
behaviour and vehicle movement
patterns. It’s estimated this data
could spark some 350 different
new services, such as usagebased insurance.
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The oneTRANSPORT project, for which
Arup is providing specialist transport advice,
is making smart mobility a reality. We’re creating
an open-source Intelligent Transport System (ITS)
platform for oneTRANSPORT that shares data
using internet-of-things technology. It will help expert
developers and analytics communities create new
public information services and tools that make
getting around easier.

© Getty Images

With the aim of facilitating thousands of different
services from different providers, oneTRANSPORT
will enable a better experience for travellers
by harnessing private sector innovation to
improve a public service.

Instead of queuing, you’re given a time,
like you would be if you bought a ticket
to an exhibition. They’re hoping that will
eliminate queuing, make it a more pleasant
experience, and get people on the plane
more quickly.”
Technological solutions that focus on
the customer not only make getting around
easier, argues Eddy, they can have a real
impact on wellbeing: “The anxiety of not
knowing how your journey will go, or
whether you’ll be late, makes travelling
stressful for many people. Giving people
more certainty about their journeys can have
a significant impact on their quality of life.”
It can help create better cities too. “The
environmental and economic costs of
congestion and the lost operating costs of
buses and trains running empty may be
reduced by using technology to change
travel behaviours and better match demand
and capacity” says Gammons.
Bonne points out that many benefits
extend beyond transport. “Smart mobility
can help cities support ageing populations
and people with disabilities,” she says. “For
example, people who today aren’t able to
drive would be perfectly capable of using
autonomous vehicles in the future.”
So what’s standing in the way of enabling
a smarter approach to mobility? Eddy
believes many of the barriers in cities
like San Francisco are institutional. “It
will be interesting to see if the agencies
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and transport providers fully embrace the
benefits of the technology,” he says. “In
the Bay Area there are 29 different transit
operators whose services aren’t fully
integrated. The public doesn’t think of
their journey as kerb to kerb or platform
to platform, they think about their entire
journey. Transit providers must think
the same way and provide information
on the multitude of available choices for
passengers before committing to a journey.”
Competition could also hinder the dream
of buying a single ticket for an entire
journey, says Bonne: “We need to integrate
all the different modes of transport. But, for
example, if the air industry sees high-speed
rail as a competitor, is that going to be a
barrier to innovation?”
Security is another challenge, whether
it’s connecting people who want to carshare without compromising their privacy
or stopping autonomous vehicles from
being hacked. But these are all things that
can and will be overcome, the experts
believe, because of the benefits smart
mobility can offer.
It’s clear that smart mobility can help cities
address their economic and environmental
priorities while enabling their transport
systems to cope with changing technology
and the changing expectations of citizens. By
focusing on the customer and making better
use of data, transport can become smarter,
cleaner and more connected.

It will be interesting to
see if the agencies and
transport providers fully
embrace the benefits of
the technology.

A talking transport system
In the Irish city of Limerick, increased
traffic threatened to worsen the existing
congestion caused by poor traffic signal
coordination, street parking and freight
loading. This didn’t just make buses run
late, it also affected the prosperity of the
entire city.
We linked the traffic lights to a central
system so they could respond to
fluctuations in traffic and quickly produce
fault alerts if one set wasn’t working.
Sensors give buses priority at traffic lights.
Combined with other measures such
as electric signs highlighting empty
parking spaces, the initiative has reduced
congestion and improved public transport.
Limerick is on the move again.
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A new platform for
better transport information
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A capital idea
The role of cultural capital in shaping resilient cities
Your own cultural heritage is all around you. It’s made
up of things like the historic buildings or works of art
in your city, but equally of things like the imperceptible
ways the city causes you to interact with other people.
Understanding the true value of this cultural heritage
– its cultural capital – can inform the development of
cities and help them withstand a range of challenges.
22
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The value of cultural heritage
“Cultural capital is fundamentally about
understanding how people contribute to
the development of cities and how they
benefit,” explains Susan Denyer, the world
heritage adviser to the International Council
on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS)
and secretary to ICOMOS-UK. “So it is
the capital that is bound up in the social
systems and different processes that go on
to shape the city.”
“It’s about more than just calculating
the economic value of a historic building
or work of art,” agrees Arup Fellow and
economist Peter Gist. “It’s about considering
factors such as the aesthetic, spiritual, and
social benefits. So if you were to look at the
cultural value of a historic building, you’d
consider how it brings people together, how
it creates a sense of belonging and how it
can stimulate creativity, cultural expression
and engagement.”
When millions of people around the
world are without basic needs such as
access to clean water, why are experts
interested in the value of cultural heritage?
Speaking recently at the ICOMOS
50th anniversary conference, the Aga
Khan addressed this question: “Cultural
heritage projects are not a diversion from
development priorities,” he said. “Culture
is in and of itself a development resource
of immense potential value. I like to say
that cultural heritage can be a trampoline,
propelling dramatic improvements in the
quality of human life.”
So as a city leader, if you understand the
concept of cultural capital, you can use it to
tackle social and economic challenges your
city faces. This was the approach adopted
by the city of Medellín in Columbia. Once
known mainly for drug trafficking and
violent crime, Medellín has reinvented itself
as a centre for urban cultural development.
It’s used culture to advance policies of social
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St Pancras International Station, London

inclusion, following approaches such as
siting libraries at the base of the Metrocable
cable car that links less accessible, poorer
suburbs with the city centre.
Building resilient cities and societies
Crucially, says Denyer, Medellín has
sought to understand the complex web of
interactions within a city that contribute
to its cultural capital. “Studying cultural
capital helps us to understand just how
complex cities are,” she explains. “People
in cities interrelate in a huge variety
of different ways, and in doing so they
create these dynamic systems. We need to
understand much more about these systems
and the way that they can adapt and
become resilient.”

“Cultural capital is a glue that binds
us together, but we only really notice it
when it fails,” agrees Caroline Sohie, an
Associate Director in Arup’s architecture
team. She argues that the ultimate social
value of cultural heritage is part of what
makes us human, making society resilient
and preventing it from fracturing under the
pressure of significant global change.
This is a theme UNESCO director general
Irina Bokova took up at the ICOMOS
conference. “Heritage is a wealth spring of
identity, a force for dialogue and peace,” she
said. “This has never been so important at
a time when cultural heritage and diversity
are under attack from violent extremism,
from the war crimes of cultural cleansing.”
Not all cities are facing such imminent

conflict. But leading thinkers in this area
are convinced that taking the wide view of
the value created by cultural heritage, as the
theory of cultural capital does, is essential.
They see it as providing a vital framework
for developed and developing world societies
that are, in the words of the Aga Khan,
“plunging into an increasingly bewildering
future at an ever-accelerating pace”.
This means ensuring that any
development is informed by a consideration
of cultural capital – as was Arup’s work
on the Druk White Lotus School in India.
This project saw teams of Arup architects
and engineers build a school for 800 pupils
in a remote part of the Western Himalayas.
“We worked with the local community to
ensure their sense of identity – such as their
beliefs, their customs and how they used
spaces – was reflected in the design of the
school,” explains Sohie.
As a result, the masterplan for the Druk
White Lotus School was inspired by
Buddhist symbols, such as the mandala.
Our approach was to combine sustainable
local materials and traditional construction
techniques with innovative environmental
design. The result is an educational
community that is a model for culturally
sensitive development. In other words, it’s
a project that has harnessed the cultural
capital of the people.
Reaping the economic benefits
It’s clear that considering cultural capital
in projects can deliver wide-ranging
environmental, social and intangible
benefits, but the economic value created
from cultural heritage certainly shouldn’t be
overlooked. “It’s important because being
well-off makes you more resilient,” says
Gist. “You can afford to invest in all sorts of
things. You can have better education, better
healthcare. All of this makes your city better
able to withstand shocks and stresses.”
And the potential of cultural heritage to
contribute to this economic sustainability
is well proven. The UK government body
Historic England estimated in its 2014
Heritage Counts report that heritage-led
tourism alone contributes more to the
nation’s economy than the advertising,
car manufacturing or film industries –
some £26.4bn annually. Even if you don’t
consider the other kinds of value that this
heritage creates, this clearly is a significant
amount of cultural capital.
“Bilbao is another example that many
people think of,” says Gist. “Within three or
four years of the opening of the Guggenheim
Museum in the city, it had generated
something like £100m in tax revenues alone
through increases in visitor numbers.”
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Druk White Lotus School, India

In London, the £10bn regeneration
sparked by the High Speed 1 rail line
linking the capital to continental Europe
is epitomised by the transformation of the
historic St Pancras International Station.
“It embodies both the past and the future
of London,” says Sohie. “And that’s
something the project team put a lot of
effort into – respecting the craft of the
time; be it the brickwork, the cast iron
structures and the colour pallet for example.
They built on its existing cultural capital,
enabling cultural heritage to be at the centre
of economic regeneration.”
Ensuring communities benefit
How can cities that pay attention to
cultural capital ensure that economic and
social value created by their heritage helps
local communities? Sohie points to the need
to involve local communities in decisionmaking, as their democratic right to make
decisions about the type of society and built
environment they aspire to.
Denyer agrees: “You need strong
governance at a local level,” she says. “You
hear talk about city planning but you don’t
hear so much about governance, which is
how you actually involve communities in
shaping their cities. This is where I believe
more needs to be done and it’s something
UNESCO is doing through what it calls the
historic urban landscape approach.”
Ensuring communities today and in the
future can gain maximum value, in the
widest sense, from their cultural heritage is

Cultural capital is a glue
that binds us together, but
we only really notice it
when it fails.
a challenge that clearly requires long-term
thinking. This, says Denyer, is a challenge in a
world where political cycles are short-term.
“How can we somehow bring about a
situation where we have a longer-term
framework within which political decisions
that shape cities are taken? There is no easy
answer to that question, other than through
the public and communities having a much
greater say in what they want to happen.”
Denyer believes one way to bring cultural
capital to the fore in the decision-making
process is through digital technology. “We
have maps of natural capital around the
world, which developers can use to consider
the impact of a project on nature. Cultural
capital should be mapped too. Imagine
having a 3D map of a city that showed the
ground plan, the buildings and then also the
way people shape those spaces. I think this
is something that data collection and analysis
could help achieve.”
If cultural capital can gain the attention
it deserves and harness the power of digital
technology, it has the potential to help cities
around the world become more successful,
more sustainable and more resilient. It seems
there has never been a more important time
to pay attention to the culture.
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Analysing
performance
The managed
maintenance dashboard we
created for power company
E.ON (now Uniper) analyses
nine performance measures
across 23 UK plant
locations and presents
them intuitively.

Sharing
visualisations
We put all the
visualisations created for the
UK’s major new high-speed
rail project on a platform that
enabled them to be shared
easily with stakeholders
and parliament.

Seeing is knowing
New digital reporting tools offer unprecedented insight
into projects, programmes and businesses

Understanding
implications
We created a bespoke
building information
modelling tool to visualise
the implications of different
options for locating a new
giant Future Circular
Collider at the CERN
in Switzerland.
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How can you ensure that everyone on a project
works from the same up-to-date information?
How can you reduce costs, avoid delays and plan
more effectively? And how can you get your
stakeholders to engage more deeply with you?
Providing a single source of truth offers a solution.
More and more organisations are discovering that new
ways of visualising data can provide direction to answer
their strategic questions. As Damien McCloud, an associate
director in Arup’s digital team, says: “Visualisation gives
you an inherent understanding of what’s happening, and that
produces both commercial and operational benefits.”

Mapping
a budget
The New South Wales
2014-15 budget map we
created details the locations
of 651 individual projects,
enabling the public to
interact with information
by location, type and
expenditure.
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It’s an approach, says McCloud, which can help companies,
programme will deliver enormous benefits to passengers, including
estates and projects deal with large volumes of disparate and
improved connections and more reliable journeys. We’re working
complex data. “If you’re looking in 160 places for 160 project plans with Govia Thameslink Railway and partners Network Rail and
it can be difficult to get a complete picture and understand what’s
Siemens to integrate activities in a multi-project programme that
working and what isn’t,” says McCloud. “Being able to access them includes introducing brand new trains and redeveloping London
all in a single aggregated place increases efficiency and reduces
Bridge station.
risk, because you know everyone is using the same data.”
“This is a project where multiple stakeholders working in
Seeing multiple data sets in context together enables project
partnership need to collaborate to achieve parallel objectives across
teams to gain fresh insights they can put to use. “The data sets
the programme,” explains Terry Hamilton-Jenkins, who is leading
we help our clients use for decision-making can be complex, so
our work with Govia. “We helped them do this by enabling them to
traditional interactions and designs would have limited value,”
visualise different risks more effectively.”
McCloud explains. “Instead we create dynamic, simple-to“This was about making sure that the right risks were
use interfaces that mean you don’t need technical skills
flagged to the right people,” explains McCloud, whose
to get the answers you need from your data.”
team supported Hamilton-Jenkins on the project. “So
Aiding
McCloud points out that things become
people saw information about the risks they needed
decision-making
increasingly complex if you have multiple projects
to see, but nothing about those not relevant to
Sandscaping uses natural
and a distributed project team. “The solutions we
them. It becomes a very customisable, practical
processes to nourish beaches,
create allow multiple projects to be managed in
way of working. You’re not wasting your time on
fighting flooding and erosion.
Our sandscaping visualisation
an online platform, simplifying work practices
stuff you don’t need to see.”
tool enabled planners to work
for dispersed teams,” he says. “We have built-in
Having seen the power of analytics and
in a collaborative environment
collaboration tools that allow anyone in the team
reporting first-hand, Hamilton-Jenkins is
without needing a
to iterate and share multiple models.”
enthusiastic about its potential to improve
technical specialist.
programme management: “Ultimately it can reduce
Answering questions with the best solution
costs, because you can get consensus early and it
One question that McCloud and his colleagues
highlights issues early,” he says. “It can encourage
have helped answer is: “How do you keep track of a £5.5bn
cooperation by exposing fundamental differences between
regeneration programme?” This was the challenge facing Croydon, parties, and these can then be addressed at an early stage.”
as the London Borough’s senior regeneration manager Janet
Accessibility is vital to deriving these benefits, Hamilton-Jenkins
Davies explains.
argues: “The key for me, from our experience, is maximising
“On a 196-hectare site we’ve got something like 25 individual
the accessibility of the information. So that means web-based
major schemes,” says Davies. “They’re delivering in the region
applications that can be easily accessed using any browser.”
of 8,500 new homes, 2.8 million square feet of new commercial
McCloud agrees, and believes his team are just scratching
office space and around two million square feet of new retail space. the surface of what’s possible – they’re already working on 3D
“That’s the size of four King’s Crosses, or three Olympic Parks.
visualisations that can be viewed in any browser without a plugin.
However, unlike those sites, we have to integrate this into an
For him, it all comes back to trying to answer clients’ questions
already working town centre and keep it open, alive and vibrant
with the best possible solution.
while we’re delivering this redevelopment programme.”
Achieving this will require the industry to be clear about the
Croydon council needed a simple way to understand how a total
issues they want data to help solve and to keep an open mind about
of 169 individual projects affect each other and the town centre as
the power of data, McCloud argues. “The future will be driven
a whole. With the regeneration programme growing and changing
by data,” he says, “with more sources, formats and more realall the time, we decided against a report or timeline and instead
time data. If it is to extract as much insight and value as possible
provided a tailor-made web-based dashboard.
from this data, the industry will need to define new processes and
This defines the programme. It allows the cumulative effects of
standards. It needs to catch up with the technology.”
projects to be easily understood and balanced. And it enables their
progressive delivery to be tracked and managed. All this happens
in real time, providing a single accessible point of truth.
The dashboard provides a single map-based source of
reliable and continuously updated information. It also reassures
stakeholders that Croydon understands the challenges ahead and
can deliver. So it offers the potential to radically transform how
regeneration schemes are planned and delivered. For example,
traffic movements for each scheme can be predicted up to five
years in advance, enabling the impact on the city centre to be
designed, planned for and mitigated.”
Visualising risk on a major project
Croydon’s experience shows the benefit of being able to see
everything that was happening at any point in time, at any location.
But new visualisation and reporting tools have benefits for nonspatial data too, as our work with Govia in the UK is demonstrating.
After Govia won the franchise to operate the cross-London
Thameslink railway, it appointed Arup to provide management
support services for the massive £6.5bn programme. This

Low2No dashboard visualisation for home
management within a sustainable low-carbon city
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The power of
virtual reality
New technology lets you experience
projects in unprecedented ways

By making use of powerful virtual
reality technology, it’s possible to
step inside future projects to see and
hear them come to life.
“Engaging all the senses,” is how we put
it, says Henry Harris, a senior designer in
Arup’s visualisation team. “A virtual reality
environment can communicate complexity
in a way that an image alone can’t. For
example, when you step into a virtual
reality environment of a proposed building
you immediately get a sense of its scale.”
This means virtual reality can feed
into all parts of the design process, says
David Edge, Arup’s visualisation leader:
“Quantifiable reality gives an audience the
ability to understand and form an informed
opinion of the proposals in context. This
approach gives confidence to all parties
and allows people to engage and judge
proposals for themselves.”
It can be used as a tool of engagement
during a period of debate. Helping to allay
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misunderstandings of a proposal, and
help every stage of the project throughout
its evolution. From design development,
consultation, planning, and marketing.
When it comes to consultation and
cooperation with stakeholders, virtual
reality offers unprecedented transparency.
“Rather than presenting you with a
visualisation created from the perfect
angle, virtual reality gives you the ability to
interrogate and understand the design easily
for yourself,” says Harris. “For example,
you can walk round the back of a building
and have a look if you want.”
Virtual reality also enables stakeholders
to understand projects in context – a
far cry from the traditional approach of
taking a printout of a visualisation on to
site. “It gives you the ability to show a
group of stakeholders a project from any
angle they want to see,” says Harris. “So
it’s an incredibly powerful medium for
communicating very efficiently and very
effectively to lots of people.”

This is what Harris, Edge and their
colleagues did for the UK’s HS2
rail project. They created a virtual
representation to inform parliamentary
debate and decision-making on this major
new high-speed railway, which requires
new legislation if it is to go ahead.
As the team explore the potential of
total visualisation, they’ve also created a
new way to explore the Queen Elizabeth
Olympic Park in London. Wearing a virtual
reality headset and walking on a treadmill
that works in any direction, you can –
without leaving their office – explore the
site of the London 2012 Olympics.
This sounds like fun, but there’s a serious
point behind it all. If people can understand
a space more quickly, they can make
better decisions faster – whether they’re
designers, engineers, clients or planners.
And in an industry where time is money,
virtual reality could reduce costs and
improve efficiency.
Virtual reality focuses on the human
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A virtual reality environment can communicate complexity
in a way that an image alone can’t. For example, when
you step into a virtual reality environment of a proposed
building you immediately get a sense of its scale.
experience of the total design and not
necessarily the individual services of the
project. Understanding the entirety of
projects provides new opportunities and can
bring new styles of commissions. Creating
virtual environments engages the senses
of audiences to fully understand the total
scheme and all the components that bring
it together. This may cover the engineering,
architecture, lighting, acoustics, transport
planning etc. This allows those working
on a project to build on its multiple needs
throughout the design cycle, giving our
clients maximum value.
Virtual reality also gives us a platform
for analysis says Edge, “we can analyse

individual’s experiences helping us to
design better solutions and environments.”
Edge and his colleagues certainly have
big plans for the future of virtual reality.
“We are very interested in creating
spaces that combine visuals with sound,
temperature and other environmental
aspects,” he says. “For example, in the
future you could use virtual reality to
experience things like the effect a high-rise
building had on wind at street level.”
While some harness the power of virtual
reality to create fictional worlds, Arup’s
team will continue to explore how it can
deliver benefits to real businesses and the
built environment.

Bringing the Garden Bridge
to life for Citigroup
One project that Edge and his visualisation
team have been involved with throughout is the
Garden Bridge in London. This ambitious project
will create a new footbridge over the River
Thames, complete with a wildlife-friendly garden.
Arup’s virtual reality environment played a vital
role in the planning and consultation stages
and is now supporting funding efforts. The
technology creates as accurately as possible
the experience of being on the bridge. To
achieve this, the team used images taken from
the exact spot the bridge will stand – something
that required them to get out onto the Thames
in a boat with an elevated camera.
One of the Bridge Sponsors, Citigroup is
making use of the virtual reality experience in
specially commissioned pods that can be taken
to promotional events. Inside the pods, visitors
can explore the bridge, hearing the rustle of
leaves and moving their hands through clouds
of butterflies.
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50

new buildings

2000
new homes

The economics
of place
Why placemaking can make or
break urban regeneration projects

Placemaking is a multifaceted
approach to the planning, design
and management of public spaces to
ensure the broader success of urban
regeneration projects. “Today, there
is a more pronounced focus on how
to make places function economically
to attract people and businesses, set
alongside a growing recognition that
we need to understand the long term
social gains that can be delivered
through strong placemaking” says
Joanna Rowelle, an Arup director
specialising in city economics.
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Good placemaking should combine the
ability to respond to a problem through
a joined up approach across economics,
governance and leadership, the built
environment, funding mechanisms and
community engagement. “Ultimately
the aim is to create places that function
economically, and socially by creating
jobs and boosting wellbeing,” says
Rowelle. “Understanding the wider
economic benefits brought about by both
infrastructure and regeneration is becoming
pivotal in our work globally. Clients
whether public or private want to know that
when they make their first placemaking
move, it is going to be the catalyst for a
chain of events that will realise value and

20

new streets

10

new public
squares

long term uplift for people and place”.
In the built environment, this means
developing strong clusters of both commercial
and residential environments with excellent
public space – as Rowelle’s colleague and
fellow city economics specialist Zoe Jankel
explains: “Within a development you need to
have a very high concentration of activities
in one place, that have the ability to attract
people and businesses.”
Developer Argent is using placemaking,
with support from Arup, in its massive
King’s Cross Central regeneration project
in London. At 67 acres, the project is one
of the largest areas of contemporary urban
redevelopment in Europe. During the next
decade 50 new buildings, 2,000 new homes,

20 new streets, and 10 new public squares
will be developed and 45,000 people will
live, work and study in the area.
So how do you ensure that this becomes a
successful place rather than just a collection
of projects? “It’s about developing a
vision in conjunction with stakeholders,
the community and investors,” says Ian
Freshwater, Argent’s project director for
King’s Cross Central. “And it’s about
delivering that vision and ensuring that
there is long-term stewardship of place so
that it will be looked after. Today we’re
delivering what we set out in our vision in
the year 2000 and we will continue to do so
for at least another six years.”
To assess the early impact of the
development on regeneration since work
began, Arup analysed socio-economic
changes occurring around King’s Cross.
The 2014 study revealed evidence of rising
levels of employment and education, and
reductions in deprivation and crime –
robbery has reduced by 37%, for example.
Interviews with local people revealed
their changing perceptions of the area.
“When I was a kid,” said one interviewee,
“I used to tell people I was from Holborn
to make it sound nicer, now I am proud to
tell people I am from King’s Cross. I think
young people’s aspirations have improved,
which is great.”
This, says Rowelle, is how investing
in the built environment can help realise
intangible benefits such as creating
aspirations and skills for young people
and residents, improving the health of the
community and making people happier.
The challenge is measuring these less
tangible benefits. “There are well-tested
models for measuring GDP growth or jobs
growth,” says Rowelle, “but we’re trying to
find the right mechanism to measure all the
benefits that come with major development
and regeneration.”
To help better understand the full
range of economic benefits linked to
regeneration, Arup is running a research unit
in partnership with the London School of
Economics and Centre for Cities called the
What Works for Local Economic Growth
Centre. One of its areas of interest is better
understanding the complex relationship
between public realm interventions and
local economic impact. For example, public
realm interventions may help create more
attractive places to live, but there is a danger
that this might lead to higher housing costs
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and displace existing residents.
But what’s already clear from projects
such as King’s Cross is that creating
a successful place is just as important
as constructing successful buildings
and infrastructure. And one of the tools
developers are more frequently using is
something called ‘meanwhile use’, which
aims to get people using and enjoying a
place before the development is completed.
Malcolm Smith, an Arup director in
integrated city planning comments
“masterplans can take many years to be
realised, there is not one moment in time
when everything on the page is finished,
rather the process is an evolution over time.
One of the most effective ways to create
excitement and a sense of change coming is
to use inventive meanwhile uses”.
“I think the most effective meanwhile
uses are those that really engage and inspire
the community and make people want
to know what’s going to happen next,”
says Rowelle. “We previously advised
the district of Zuidas in Amsterdam as it
develops a new growth corridor out of
the city. One of the meanwhile uses there
has been to grow a cornfield in the middle
of the development. Playful or unusual
interventions like this can change people’s
perceptions and make them intrigued to
discover what will happen next”.

Around King’s Cross ‘meanwhile
uses’ have ranged from festivals, fetes
and community football schemes all
the way up to the King’s Cross Pond
Club – the swimming installation that’s
currently on the site. “For us it is all about
enlivenment, animation and engagement,”
says Freshwater. “We want people to come
and discover this new place, to get excited
about it and to keep coming back.”
But whose job should it be to generate
this excitement – the private-sector
developer or the public-sector local
government? “Historically, the public sector
paid for a lot of placemaking,” says Jankel.
“But now it is often down to the private
sector. Not all developers are visionary or
have the capacity to do it.”
Freshwater sees this situation as an
opportunity. “I think now is a good time to
explore new ways of placemaking” he says.
“Sometimes the arguments about private
space versus public space are too black and
white. To my mind there is a third way:
partnership delivery that creates good,
welcoming, high-quality, activated spaces.”
As the lines between public and private
spaces blur, there is an opportunity
for successful places to emerge from
regeneration projects around the world –
places that deliver a host of economic and
social benefits.
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